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Scrit – the new official 
communications platform.



In Scrit, the University of Bayreuth has a new communication platform including various specific 
channels for internal communication. It was developed out of the desire to reliably inform various 
in-house target groups in urgent cases (e.g. during Storm Sabine). Through its connection to cmlife 
and CAMPUSonline, Scrit can draw on the organisational structure of the University of Bayreuth, 
enabling target group-specific communication.

Image 1: Scrit’s connection to existing systems 

How do I receive/read messages on Scrit?

   „stationary“:  
The content can be accessed on PC via the website https://my.uni-bayreuth.de/scrit.

   „mobile“:  
Scrit can also be downloaded as a free app from the respective stores (Scrit for Android; Scrit 
for iphone). 

Image 2: Scrit-Web menu

What is Scrit?

https://my.uni-bayreuth.de/scrit


Image 3: Scrit-Web message history 

What can Scrit do?

Information (in the form of text and images) can be sent to users in-house, without delay, as a 
direct message.

Image 4: Scrit – message styling 

What are the advantages of Scrit?

Readers can choose which output device they wish to use to access the information sent on Scrit. 
In addition to predefined standard channels, readers can choose from further optional channels.

They have the possibility to rate the individual messages (helpful: yes or no) and to comment 
actively (if the sender has selected the optional dialogue function). 

For the sender, the time-consuming work of maintaining distribution lists is eliminated.

In addition to the main purpose of reaching various target groups quickly and reliably, there is the 
added value of a statistical evaluation (reach measurement) in addition to the feedback option 
described above. (How many readers have actively noticed the individual article, rated it as helpful, 
commented on it, etc., and in what time span since publication?)
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Image 5: Scrit – reach measurement
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How is Scrit structured?

Messages can be composed on different channels. 

There is a distinction between standard channels and optional channels. Subscription to standard 
channels is preset and cannot be changed by users. The use of optional channels is voluntary; users 
decide for themselves whether to subscribe to them.

The following standard channels are currently defined at university level:

   University of Bayreuth 
University Governing Board announcements

   new features in Scrit & cmlife 
e.g. notes on new functions/fixes on cmlife/Scrit 

   IT Service Centre 
e.g. disruption reporting, announcement of maintenance work

   University Library 
e.g. changes in terms of use 

In addition, standard channels are already in place at a faculty and department level; and 
students are assigned to these according to their degree programme. Optionally, you receive 
messages from further organisational units (e.g. research groups, central facilities) by following 
them. 

The following table lists administrators of the individual channels:

Channel Administration Range

University of Bayreuth PMK all students and staff

New features in Scrit & cmlife Indibit all students and staff

IT Service Centre ITS all students and staff

University Library University Library all students and staff

Faculty Dean, Faculty Spokesperson all students of the faculty

Department Dean of Studies, Subject Coordi-
nator

all students of the department

Degree programme Programme Coordinator, Pro-
gramme Supervisor

all students of the degree pro-
gramme

Research group Chair subscribers

Course Lecturer registered students and subscrib-
ers

Central facilities Head subscribers

Table 1: Responsibility for channels; standard channels in bold.



In addition to channels, the scheduling of roles in CAMPUSonline can be used to address small, indi-
vidual groups very precisely. A distinction is made between static groups and dynamic groups.

Individuals can be placed in a dynamic group based on their function and can be specifically 
addressed. The resulting group of people is automatically updated. Examples of this are groups 
consisting of first-semester students, secretaries, programme coordinators, etc.

Only selected administrators are authorised to create these groups.

People can also be assigned to and addressed in static groups on the basis of self-defined parame-
ters. The group of persons defined in this way is not automatically updated. For example, this func-
tion can be used to form student cohorts and provide them with specific information throughout 
their studies. 

The following table shows who is authorised to create groups:

Unit/Function Persons

Dean, Faculty Spokesperson students and staff of the faculty

Dean of Studies, Subject Coordinator students and staff of the department

Programme Coordinator, Programme Supervisor students of the degree programme

PMK all students and staff

Table 2: Creation of groups 

   Once a group has been created, additional administrators can be added who can send mes-
sages in the group.

   Those interested in group administration or creation should contact the organisational unit/
function mentioned. 

How do readers know they have new messages in Scrit?

New messages are always displayed in the personal event stream in cmlife.

Scrit app users (iOS/Android) receive a push notification for new posts in channels (there is no 
email notification). It is planned that readers who do not use the Scrit app will receive an email 
notification indicating new posts in the system, and link to it for stationary use of the system. 

Who can receive messages on Scrit? 

All members of the University of Bayreuth. An interface to the identity management of the Uni-
versity of Bayreuth ensures that all members of the University of Bayreuth can be integrated and 
addressed, and that all recipient addresses stored are complete and up to date (via BT identifier).
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Who can write messages? 

Basically, the right to post messages is bound to the roles in CAMPUSonline. In addition, other 
members of the University of Bayreuth can apply for authorisation to write posts. Additional chan-
nels for organisational units not mapped on CAMPUSonline can also be created. This activation or 
creation takes place via Campus Management in consultation with the respective faculty or the 
University Governing Board. 

Those interested in becoming an editor should send an informal request to the functional e-mail 
address cmhelp@uni-bayreuth.de.

Who decides about the creation of (additional) standard channels? 

In order not to overuse the medium, the aim is to keep the number of standard channels to a min-
imum. The University Governing Board decides on the inclusion of additional standard channels 
in response to a corresponding application to cmhelp@uni-bayreuth.de ,and will name a person 
responsible for editing and their deputy. 

What is the proper way to communicate on Scrit?

As an official communication channel for internal information, Scrit is generally reserved for mes-
sages that are of immediate relevance and special importance or urgency for the respective group 
of addressees (e.g.: coronavirus-related announcements). 

All editors are requested to critically check each message for these criteria before sending it and, if 
necessary, to switch to other internal communication channels. 

Likewise, the frequency with which messages are sent should be appropriate. 

The following basic rules are mandatory for standard channels. If the planned information flows 
suggest a deviation from these basic rules, the establishment of an optional channel is recom-
mended. The editorial activities within the standard channels (after their joint approval and publi-
cation) will be checked on a random basis for compliance with these basic rules. 

   Messages are sent only once. At faculty level, information that has already been sent via the 
campus-wide standard channels should not be re-sent.

   On standard channels, messages must be published in German and in parallel in English.  
For all optional channels, German/English communication is desirable 1 .

   A signatory or person responsible for content must be indicated on the channel used. 

   Communication within the framework of courses should always takes place via the message 
forum in e-Learning, not Scrit. The only exception is if there is no corresponding e-learning 
offering. 

   To ensure digital accessibility, editors are asked to facilitate participation by as many users as 
possible and, for example, to caption images. 

1 The translation aid DeepL may be used for this purpose.  If no adjustments have been made to the translation, it 
should be made clear that it is an automatic translation (“Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator”).

mailto:cmhelp%40uni-bayreuth.de?subject=
mailto:cmhelp%40uni-bayreuth.de?subject=
http://www.DeepL.com/Translator


Where and how do I learn to work with Scrit?

Faculty-specific information sessions and user training are offered via the University of Bayreuth 
Campus Management team and published at www.cm.uni-bayreuth.de/de/Schulungen/index.html.

Please direct any questions to: cmhelp@uni-bayreuth.de 
Phone: +49 (0)921 55-4745

Who is developing Scrit? 

The University Governing Board has commissioned indibit GmbH with its development. 

CIO Professor Eymann is supervising the project. 

Work on further features is ongoing. The CIO decides whether suggested further developments 
will be implemented.
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